Cochlear implant place psychophysics 1. Pitch estimation with deeply inserted electrodes.
Numerical estimation of pitch was performed by 8 adult subjects implanted with cochlear prostheses manufactured by Cochlear Limited. The electrode arrays had been inserted into the scale tympani to between one and one and a half turns of the cochlea. Using bipolar stimulation, the pitch estimates for each subjects showed an overall reduction with insertion depth of the stimulated electrode. However, for several subjects, after decreasing regularly for the more basal electrodes, pitch estimates showed an abrupt decrease, followed in some cases by a region of low pitch. Two of the subjects, implanted with a modified electrode array, the '20 + 2' which allowed monopolar in addition to bipolar stimulation, exhibited an abrupt decrease in pitch estimate with bipolar but not with monopolar stimulation. In these two subjects, for stimulating electrodes inserted more deeply than about three quarters of a turn, bipolar stimuli produced lower pitch sensations, and presumably more apical neural excitation patterns, than monopolar stimuli.